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A success story 

EuroRAP UK 

The UK case study highlights the relevance of iRAP’s work 
for lead agencies in positively influencing the culture, 
accountability and performance of those committed to 
safer roads.   

UK Success and Relevance 

The work of the Road Safety Foundation in the UK has 
been central to significant policy, institutional, investment 
and programme success.  Key outcomes include: 

 The Office of Rail and Road Report on the 
benchmarking of Highways England’s performance and 
efficiency, outlines the key role for EuroRAP 
benchmarking of crash risk and star ratings, and guides 
progress towards Highways England’s target for more 
than 90% of travel on 3-star or better roads by 2020.  
The work will also explore relationships between star 
ratings and crash rates, and undertake  
multi-country benchmarking. 

 The Highways England Strategic Plan details 
commitments for multi-billion pound investment in 
road upgrades across the network to ensure that 90% 
of the network achieves the 3-star or better rating by 
2020.  At the operational level, road targets exist for 
the different classes of roads, to ensure 4 and 5-star 
smart motorways, 4-star expressways and 3 and 4-star 
trunk roads at a minimum.  Road cross section designs 
are being developed to ensure the desired star rating 
targets for each road type are met, and thereby 
delivering a system-wide change in road design 
standards.   

 The Road Safety Foundation and AGEAS partnership to 
consistently risk map and performance track the road 
network across the UK, delivers innovative new 

reporting themes each year.  The 2016 launch of 
results (on November 14) will focus on “Making Road 
Travel as Safe as Rail and Air” and challenge the 
culture around what is possible in terms of  
road safety.   

 Focus on the local economic cost of road crashes has 
now attracted the attention of central funding 
agencies looking to maximize the scale and return on 
road safety investment across the UK.  Confidential 
discussions are ongoing with the Department for 
Transport and Treasury to target and focus investment 
to upgrade persistently high-risk roads.  

Target: 90% of travel on 3-star or 
better roads by 2020.   
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